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Previous theories of opinion dynamics
• Voter Model（Clifford-Sudbury(1973) 、Holly-Leggett(1975) ）

• Galam model (Galam 1999)
Si = +1 or -1

Ising model in solid state theory on magnetism

• Galam local majority model (Galam 1997)
Application of renormalization group theory

• Bounded Confidence Model(Hegselmann-Krause 2002)
𝑥" 𝑡 + 1 = ∑ 𝐷")*

)+, 𝑥) 𝑡 														0 ≤ 𝑥" ≤ 1

• Deffuant-Weisbuch Model(G Deffuant et al  2000)
𝑥" 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑥" 𝑡 + 𝜇 𝑥) 𝑡 − 𝑥"(𝑡)

0 ≤ 𝑥" ≤ 1
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Opinion is
binary value

Opinion is
Continuous value



Bounded Confidence Model

Hegselmann-Krause 2002
𝑥"(𝑡 + 1) = ∑ 𝐷")*

)+, 𝑥)(𝑡)
𝐷") > 0

Hegselmann R and U Krause, 
"Opinion Dynamics and Bounded Confidence Models, Analysis, and Simulation" 
Journal of Artificial Society and Social Simulation 5 no.3, (2002)  33 page

Deffuant et al 2000
𝑥" 𝑡 + 1 = 	𝑥" + 𝜇 𝑥) 𝑡 − 𝑥"(𝑡)

μ>0
G Deffuant, D Neau, F Amblard, G Weisbuch, Advances in Complex Systems 3 no.4, 87 (2000)
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symmetrical on the occasion of a binary encounter, we will always take it as a constant
simulation parameter in the present paper (We conjecture that the results we get would
remain similar provided that the distribution of accross the whole population is sharp
rather than uniform).

The evolution of opinions can be mathematically predicted in the limit case of
small values of [NEA 00]. Density variations of opinions obeys the follow-
ing dynamics:

This implies that starting from an initial distribution of opinions in the population, any
local higher opinion density is amplified. Peaks of opinions increase and valleys are
depleted until very narrow peaks remains among a desert of intermediate opinions.

2.2. Results

Figures 1 and 2 obtained by computer simulations, display the time evolution of
opinions among a population of agents for two values of the threshold .
Initially opinions were randomly generated across a uniform distribution on [0,1]. At
each time step a random pair is chosen and agents re-adjust their opinion according to
equation 1 and 2 when their opinions are closer than . Convergence of opinions is
observed, but uniformity is only achieved for the larger value of .
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Figure 1. Time chart of opinions ( ). One time unit
corresponds to sampling 1000 pairs of agents.

Another way to follow agents opinion dynamics is to plot final opinions as a func-
tion of initial opinions. The plot on figure 3 shows how final opinions “reflect” initial

4 Applications of Simulation to Social Sciences
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Figure 2. Time chart of opinions ( ). One time unit
corresponds to sampling 1000 pairs of agents.

opinions for . One can notice that some agents with initial opinions roughly
equidistant from final peaks of opinions can end up in either peak: basin of attractions
in the space of opinions overlap close to the clusters frontiers. The overlap observed
when is strongly reduced when (not represented here): agents then
have more time to make up their mind since opinions are changing 10 times more
slowly and their final opinion are those of the nearest peak.

A large number of simulations were carried out and we found that the qualitative
dynamics mostly depend on the threshold . and only influence convergence time
and the width of the distribution of final opinions (when a large number of different
random samples are made). controls the number of peaks of the final distribution
of opinions as shown in figure 4. The maximum number of peaks, , decreases
as a function of . A rough evaluation of based on a minimal distance of
between peaks (all other intermediate opinions being attracted by one of the peaks),
plus a minimal distance of of extreme peaks from 0 and 1 edges gives ,
in accordance with the observations of figure 4.

The finiteness of the population allows some slight variations of the number of
peaks according to random samplings for intermediate values of . These size effects
were confirmedwhen studying larger and smaller population sizes. In the intermediate
regions one also observes small populations of “wings” (a few percent) in the vicinity
of extreme opinions 0 and 1 (we call wings asymmetric peaks with a vertical bound
of either 0 or 1).

Deffuant et al 2000の計算

Opinions are aggregated into a small number under the assumption that 
everyone is a trusting relationship

Influenced by distant opinions 
the whole converges on one opinion

In this case, it converges to two opinions 
if it is not influenced by the nearby opinion only

neglect
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Figure 2 shows only single runs. To get a better feeling of what is going on we run systematically 
simulations walking along the diagonal. The simulations start with 0.01l r! !! ! , 0.02l r! !! ! , 
…, 0.4l r! !! ! . (For reasons that become obvious below, there is nothing new and interesting in 
the parameter space for , 0.4l r! ! ! .) For each of these 40 steps we repeat the simulation 50 times, 
always starting with a different random start distribution. Each run is continued until the dynamics 
becomes stable. Figure 3 gives an overview. 

 

 

(a) 0.01l r! !! !  

 

(b) 0.15l r! !! !  

 

(c) 0.25l r! !! !  

Figure 2: Stops while walking along the diagonal  
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example of total consensus. Note that even the four opinions in the centre of the opinion space 
move for a short while out of the centre. But they merge there again much earlier than the upper and 
lower part of the profile arrives in the centre as well. 

 
Figure 7: 100 opinions, 0.05l r! !! ! , 8 splits.  

 
Figure 8: 100 opinions 0.25l r! !! ! , no split, total consensus.  

The simulation results from Figure 3 are based on randomly generated start profiles (uniform distri-
bution), not on regular start profiles. But the effects described so far do not essentially depend on 
the regularity of the start profile. What irregularity adds are density fluctuations in the initial distri-
bution of opinions. They are additional  causes for splits and induce opinion changes deep inside the 
start–profile without any delay right at the beginning of the process.  

Hegselmann-Krause 2002

Opinions are aggregated into a small number 
under the assumption that
everyone is a trusting relationship

Converge to many

Converge to two

Converge to one
Converge to eight



Our new opinion dynamics theory
• Based on the Bounded Confidence Model

• Including both trust and distrust into human relationship

• Mass media effects are included
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A Ishii, Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing series.  Vol. 351 
(Proceedings book of GDN2019)
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Our new opinion dynamics theory

𝑫𝒊𝒋 > 𝟎 i trust j

Hegselmann-Krause 2002
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Our new opinion dynamics theory

value range of 𝐼"(𝑡) is −∞ ≤ 𝐼"(𝑡) 	≤ +∞. 

𝑫𝒊𝒋 > 𝟎 i trust j
𝑫𝒊𝒋 < 𝟎 i distrust j

A Ishii, Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing series.  Vol. 351 
(Proceedings book of GDN2019)

Dij ≠ Dji
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b/β=5
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External Media Effects

A Ishii, Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing series.  Vol. 351 
(Proceedings book of GDN2019)

Dij ≠ Dji
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Interaction with other persons

A Ishii, Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing series.  Vol. 351 
(Proceedings book of GDN2019)

Dij ≠ Dji



Our new opinion dynamics theory
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Strength of the will



Our new opinion dynamics theory

value range of 𝐼"(𝑡) is −∞ ≤ 𝐼"(𝑡) 	≤ +∞. 
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Network structure can be included here.
Random Network is tested in this presentation.
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B

Agreement of opinions

DAB > 0 
DBA > 0
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A

B

Disagreement 

A and B with different opinions 
repel each other. 
When opinions are far apart, 
they ignore each other.
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C

C would be Nelson R Mandela?

19

A:Red B：Blue C:Green
A and B have no trust in each other and opinions are also different. 
Both A and B have strong trust in C, 

With the trust of Mr. C, the opinions of A and B changed, 
and it is likely that an agreement will be obtained.



Calculation for 300 persons

300 persons connect to everybody as Complete Graph.

Dij is decided in range[-1,+1} using random number
Initial opinions are decided in range[-1,+1} using random number

20



N=300

21

Time development of opinions for
300 persons.

Opinion distribution at Time=10
di

st
rib

ut
io

n
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Everyone has trust each other.

Just like bounded confidence 
model, we obtain consensus
building. 

Trust  100%

Everyone has trust and distrust
about half half.

In contrast to bounded confidence 
model, we obtain no consensus
building. 

Trust     50%
Distrust 50%
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Compare with observation
of comments on news of
YouTube, observed distribution
is close to non consensus 
building case.



Suppose that there are two groups of positive 
opinion and negative opinion. 
Everyone in a group is in a trusting relationship 
and distrusts people in other groups

• Suppose that there are two groups of positive opinion and 
negative opinion. Everyone in a group is in a trusting 
relationship and distrusts people in other groups



Suppose that there are two groups of positive 
opinion and negative opinion. 
Everyone in a group is in a trusting relationship 
and distrusts people in other groups

Positive opinion people Negative opinion people



Conflict of Two Groups

DistrustTrust

Trust



Positive opinion group (pink) 150 persons
Negative opinion group(light blue) 150 persons
b=2       

Pink-Pink Dij>0
Light blue-Light blue Dij>0

Pink-Light Blue Dij＜０

Pink Initial opinion   + 30±30
Light blue initial opinion   ー30±30
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Conflict of Two Groups

Trust or
Distrust

Trust or
Distrust

Trust or
Distrust



Positive opinion group (pink) 150 persons
Negative opinion group(light blue) 150 persons
b=2       

Dij = -1～＋１ for all persons

di
st

rib
ut

io
n



Which is the distribution of real society's 
opinion?

33

Everyone is in a trusting relationship 
with each other. 
It has the same settings as Deffuant and
Hegselmann-Krause.

Ishii2019
Trust and distrust for all persons



Which is the distribution of real society's opinion?
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Everyone is in a trusting relationship 
with each other. 
It has the same settings as Deffuant and
Hegselmann-Krause.

Ishii2019
Trust and distrust for all persons



Conflict of Two Groups

DistrustTrust

Trust



Conflict of Two Groups

Trust or
Distrust

Trust or
Distrust

Trust or
Distrust



Coefficient of trust Dij

Change in the rate of trust 
and distrust

δ＝number of positive Dij／number of all Dij



N=300
Initial opinion range -20〜+20

Dij is determined by using random number
（positive 60%)
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N=300
Initial opinion range -20〜+20

Dij is determined by using random number
（positive 50%)

di
st

rib
ut
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n



0.60                              0.59                             0.58                               0.57                   0.56

0.55                              0.54                             0.53                               0.52                   0.51

55% would be a critical point 
percent can be changed by network structure
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Random Network

Connection 90%

Connection 50%

Connection 1 %



Random Network
N=1200 link 25％

Random Network
N=300 link 100％



N=300
Initial opinion range -20〜+20

Dij is determined by using random number
（positive 60%)

50% 30%

20% 10%

Difference for link ratio of random network



N=300
Initial opinion range -20〜+20

Dij is determined by using random number
（positive 60%)
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Link ratio
1% - 90%
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T Tanaka, 2019, “Does the Internet cause Polarization? Panal survey in Japan”
Keio-IES Discussion Paper Series, No. 12129 Japanese version

Book, 2019

There is concern that the Internet causes ideological polarization through selective
exposure and the echo chamber effect. This paper examines the effect of social media
on polarization by applying a difference-in-difference approach to panel data of 50
thousand respondents in Japan. Japan is good case for this research because other
factors affecting polarization like huge wealth gap and massive immigration are not
serious issue, thus it offers quasi natural experimental situation to test the effect of the
Internet. The results show that people who started using social media during the
research period (targets) were no more polarized than people who did not (controls).
There was a tendency for younger and politically moderate people to be less polarized.
The only case in which the Internet increased polarization was for already radical people
who started using Twitter. However, since radical people represent only 20% of the
population and there was no effect for Facebook or blogs, the overall effect of the
Internet was moderation, not polarization



T Tanaka, 2019, “Does the Internet cause Polarization? Panal survey in Japan”
Keio-IES Discussion Paper Series, No. 12129 Japanese version

Book, 2019

Facebook  Twitter  Blog Facebook  Twitter  Blog Facebook  Twitter  Blog

Facebook  Twitter  Blog Facebook  Twitter  Blog
Facebook  Twitter  Blog Facebook  Twitter  Blog

Polarization(without Politics) Polarization(without Politics)

Under 39                    Over 40

Male                        Female

Polarization(without Politics)
Radical                    Moderate

Polarization(without Politics)
In general, people using internet 
is more moderate than people of 
non-internet.

This report agrees with 
our calculation that more link 
make society to be consensus 
formation.



Introducing the strength of the will

𝑚567(8)
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Introduce the strength of the will for each person.
If the strength of intention m is large, the trajectory of 
the opinion does not shake much

Strength of the will

50



The strength of the will is 10general ｍ＝１
green ｍ＝１
Blue  ｍ＝１０
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Calculation
A person who has received 

charismatic trust

52



5353

N=300 One charismatic person whose will is 5.
Trust to charismatic person  Dio=5

di
st

rib
ut
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2 charismatic persons
The strength of the will for the 2 charismatic is １０
Trust received from ordinary people is 10

-1 < Dij < １

Initial opinion of 
2 charismatic
＋２０and−２０

Initial opinion of 
2 charismatic
＋１５and−１５

Initial opinion of 
2 charismatic
＋１０and−１０

Initial opinion of 
2 charismatic
＋５and −５
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Charismatic person、 blue receives trust＋１０
red receives trust ＋２

Difference due to difference in degree of 
charisma

Trust is＋２

Trust is＋１０
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A case of
person who is not trusted 

by all



Person who is not trusted by all.

Distrust value by all −5
Person who is not trusted by all：Blue line
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Person who is not trusted by all.

Distrust value by all −5
Person who is not trusted by all：Blue line
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When charisma person trust people of distrust from all

Distrust by all −5
Person of distrust by all  : blue line

Charistmatic person  (red line)

Trust by all    ＋５
Strength of the will １０
Charismatic person trust the person of distrust by all

＋１

di
st

rib
ut
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n



It is important for charismatic people to 
reach out to socially isolated people

60



Conclusion
• Constructed an opinion dynamics theory that incorporates both 
interpersonal relationships of trust and distrust
• Mass media effect is included
• Calculation results of two people and three people seems 

plausible
• While trust is the only thing in society, the opinion of the society 

reaches consensus building, but when there is a distrust 
relationship, it does not reach consensus building
• Many link between people make people to be consensus 

formation under random network.
• We discuss charismatic person
• Social isolation can be avoided by charismatic person
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